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Trump called $900 billion Covid relief bill an unsuitable “disgrace”. He could veto the bill, but the
bill was passed with such a large majority that the Senate could override his veto if it wished. Still,
Trump could refuse to sign and ‘pocket veto.
If at all petulance wins and Trump does not sign, US govt would shut down on Dec 29 and agreed
to $900bn emergency economic aid will be frozen. Sad end to a difficult 2020 for US households.
Q3 GDP was revised slightly higher but the momentum has waned since then. U.S. consumer
confidence data disappointed, existing home sales fell. Economy appears to be struggling - relief
delay exacerbates.
The overwhelming consensus is for Dollar to sink (only 9 % USD bullish) - reflation trade
dominates, lifting all other dirty boats. The ‘catch’ is that much of this weakness might have been
priced already- USD index is still under the broken 91.729 76.4% retrace of 88.251 to 102.99
(2018 to 2020) rise- a close above which by year end to negate bears.
EURUSD Falls below 10 dma for a second day - imply downside risk. Below 1.2160, the bears
will press for 1.2015.
Trump rekindles US-China tensions into last days in office.US warns firms of using Chinese
services, equipment. China vows countermeasures to US visa bans. Today close above 6.5640
bullish chart signal.
GBP - continued uncertainty -UK media says EU does not have room to manoeuver on fisheries.
BoE's Haldane was explicit on the state of UK economy: UK is still in a hole - the hole is still
deep. Techs lean bearish, pair below 10 dma. 1.3360 break to see 1.3190 again.
Softening risk is USD positive nowadays. Old timers try selling USDJPY and fail to sail - continuing
to lounge on 103.50 handle - likely to stay there -both sides of descending 200-HMA now at
103.61. Murmurs strong GPIF bids103.40.
USD/INR takes foothold in Bollinger uptrend channel though rupee bulls would continue to be in
denial mode and fade the rally. However Close above 73.90 to assert bullish bias for 74.40 test
by year end. For now, a move toward 74. 18..

